
Take a  Approach to ContractsFresh

Our intelligent software makes contract review, 

creation and management easy for legal teams, 

wherever they work.



How Summize works

Share and export to clients and business users

Reduce the time spent on reviews by 85%

Get immediate answers using Contract Insights

Ideal for  and Pre
Post-Signature

Whether it’s one contract or 1000, Summize 

helps you find the most important information.



Create bespoke clauses with the Clause Manager

Use contract summaries for redline reviews

Set standard positions and precendent texts with the 

company playbook

Upload Any Contract
Summize instantly creates an easy-to-read 

summary of any commercial contract - no 

matter how unique.

We Work Where You Do

At Summize, we don’t replace 

the lawyer with technology 

or demand a change in habits 

- we compliment them.



Johnson Hana uses Summize to 

engage clients while using 

Microsoft applications.

We Provide Immediate


Time to Value

Summize is designed to 

enhance your work without 

any lengthy implementation.



UserZoom completed a 6-week 

review in 24-hours with 

Summize.

We Are Easy-to-Use

Our easy-to-use software 

helps you to improve with 

incremental gains every day.



Elior described Summize as 

“self-explanatory”.



How Summize works
Supercharge Microsoft Word
With the Microsoft Word Add-In, use Summize’s 

capabilities from creation to negotiation, all 

without changing where you work.

Create contracts from scratch - Add key information 

from the precedent clauses and standard positions 

from your company playbook

Define - Quickly highlight and identify definitions 

throughout your contract

Review your contracts quickly and easily - See instant 

summaries of every contract and add your comments

Analyse Manage and 
With our new reporting dashboard, 

visualise vital data about your 

contracts.
Sort contracts into Folders or Clients and 

access key information about location, 

contract type, and lifecycle status.

Quickly identify red flags and key dates

Assign contracts to users and teams

Seamless Integrations
At Summize, we think technology should work alongside you. That's why we 

supercharge your existing tools and applications, including...



Book a  TodayDemo
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